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Abstract.
Parts of Speech is one of the important elements that students should learn to master
English grammar. This research aimed at developing ‘My Papa Darling’ as an English
teaching media for part of speech. This research was conducted in 9th-grade students
of SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya. In developing ‘My Papa Darling‘, this research adopted
the model by Thiagarajan which is called Four-D (4D), it consists of four phases namely
Define, Design, Develop, and Disseminate. Due to a limited time, this research stopped
in field trials. After passing some phases, the data were gained. First, the media was
valid since the score of the validity test was 3.5. Then the result of the observation
checklist toward the implementation of media in the classroom obtained 3.8 which
meant it was excellent. The students gave positive responses, which could be seen
from the average score of the students’ questionnaire, 88.66%. In short, My Papa
Darling is appropriate media to use in teaching and learning English in parts of speech.
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1. Introduction

permits unrestricted use and
redistribution provided that the

English as an international language has an important role in communication around the

original author and source are

world. In Indonesia, English is a subject that is taught at every level of education such as

credited.

Elementary School, Junior High School, and Senior High School. One of the purposes
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of learning English is to make students be ready to face the globalization era. Mastering
English for Indonesian students’ needs process since English is a foreign language.
For instance, there are some skills in English namely speaking, writing, reading and
listening. To have those skills students should learn the elements in English such as
pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary, and grammar.
Grammar is one of the important elements that students have to learn. Grammar is a
set of rules of structures, how they are put together in sentences or phrases to deliver
the meaning properly [1]. Learning Grammar often comes complicated and scary things.
Fadliah [2] states that the principle of learning in the teaching process is ideally held
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with a relax and joyful atmosphere, but while learning grammar, students feel bored
since the process of learning grammar is just memorizing with the form of patterns or
formula. So, it makes some students fail in grammar comprehension.
One of the grammar problems is generally about Part of Speech. Part of Speech is
class of words which divided into 8 types namely noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective,
preposition, conjunction, and interjection. Based on the research conducted by Eni et
al. [3], it was revealed that students were difficult to distinguish the types of Part of
Speech, they did some errors when using part of speech in accordance of its function.
The causes of these problems are the lack of knowledge and less interest of students
about Part of Speech. Considering these problems, the role of the teachers is important,
teachers require to find the solution to make students get enthusiastic in the learning
process, especially to comprehend Grammar in Part of Speech.
The solution that teachers can offer is using media to help students learn grammar
properly in an interesting way. Smaldino et al. [4] state that a media in learning is a
physical form of the message that wants to deliver and display. It means that the form
of media is more concrete than just giving an explanation to the students and it can
increase students’ motivation in the learning process. As the previous study stated,
Hoang & Tao [5] researched The Impact of Board Games on EFL Learners’ Grammar
Retention and concluded that using board games as media could give a significant
positive effect on students. Hence, it can be an alternative to the teachers to manage
the learning grammar process more interesting and students can easier remember
grammar patterns.
The preliminary observation in SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya with a 9𝑡ℎ grade English
Teacher. According to her, students were still unmotivated and confused about grammar
especially in distinguishing parts of speech, moreover the media in that school was
less. Besides that, the researcher also interviewed the 9𝑡ℎ grade student of SMP Negeri
58 Surabaya, it was stated that English was a hard subject to learn because of the
complexity grammar and boring atmosphere of English class held. The teacher used
monotonous technique such as lecturing method, writing the material in whiteboard
and using no learning media, so it made the student get low interest and difficult to
understand about English.
Based on the explanation above, the researchers conducted the research entitled
‘Developing ”My Papa Darling” of Teaching Media for Part of Speech’. ‘My Papa Darling’
(Mainan Papan Belajar Grammar Bahasa Inggris) is kind of media that form like board
games, it is created to make students get easier to learn grammar especially in Part of
Speech, the media of board game My Papa Darling consists of maximum 4 players, the
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players should roll the dice to get the instructions to run the game. My Papa Darling
media also belonged to Enactive Phase. In Enactive phase, students learn in direct
experience and it can make students generally more remember what materials they
learn. ‘My Papa Darling’ media is created based on Dale’s Cone of Experience as
following:

Figure 1: Dale’s Cone of Experience (Source: Edgar Dale as cited in Smaldino et al. [4]).

The figure of Dale’s Cone of Experience above is elaboration from the concept
cognitive development by Bruner. The objectives that students achieve start from direct
experience (concrete), the facts from environment through prototype (visual) until to
symbolic learning (abstract). According to Dale’s Cone of Experience, it is known that
90% of students remembering the lesson is from what they do and perform and these
can reach from direct experience. Direct experience can give the students meaningful
impression about the information and the concept of learning. This concept becomes
the basic concept and reason why My Papa Darling is created.

2. Method
In developing My Papa Darling, this research adopted the model by Thiagarajan [7]
which is called Four-D (4D), it consists of four phases namely Define, Design, Develop,
and Disseminate. The research was held in SMPN 58 Surabaya and chose 9 graders
students and teachers as research participants Research Instruments were the validation
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i7.10656
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sheets of media, the students’ questionnaires sheets, and observation checklist sheets.
The aim of this analysis was to recognize the validation of My Papa Darling media and
the validity of the research instruments was validated by some experts such as the
lecturer and the English teacher.
The formulae in validating research instruments are following Widoyoko’s [6] assessment.
1. Highest score = total item of assessing × total of choice
2. Final score =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

× total of interval classes

3. The total of interval classes = the scale of scoring
It means that if the assessing used the scale of 4, then the results of assessing is
classified to be 4 interval classes.
1. Determine of the interval distance ( Ji) using the formula:
Ji =

(𝑡−𝑟)
𝐽𝑘

Explanation:
t = Highest score
r = Lowest score
Jk = total of interval classes
Based on the determinate above, the classified of the assessing result used the scale
of 4 as follows:
1. Highest score
2. Lowest score
3. Interval distance
4. Classification the results of assessing, be presented in following table 1
Analysis of students responses were calculated by attitude aspects used to quantify
the tendency of students attitude through the submitted questions. A range score given
to the students consists of: Very Approve (VA), Approve (A), Do not Approve (DA), and Do
Not Approve at all (DAA). The steps of processing the students’ questionnaire data were
firstly the total respondents discovered through students’ answers on each statement
item, then, in order to calculate students questionnaire score, the total of respondent
was multiply by the chosen answers.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i7.10656
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Table 1: Score Assessment Categories towards Research Instruments Validation [6].
Score

Categories

Interval Score Classification

4

The instruments are very appropriate to 3,25 < X ≤ Excellent
use
4,00

3

The instruments are appropriate to use

2

The instruments are inappropriate to use 1,75 < X ≤ 2,50 Less

1

The instruments are very inappropriate to 1,00 < X ≤ 1,75 Poor
use

2,50 < X ≤ Good
3,25

The formula to count the scores of the students responses as follows:
NRS = ∑ R × the score of question choice
Explanation:
NRS = The score of student response
∑ R = The total of respondent who choose the answer
Table 2: Score of Students Responses [8].
The Score of Students Response

Formula

NRS SS

NRS = ∑ R × 4

NRS S

NRS = ∑ R × 4

NRS TS

NRS = ∑ R × 4

NRS STS

NRS = ∑ R × 4

Explanation:
NRS SS = The score of very approve response
NRS S = The score of approve response
NRS TS = The score of do not approve response
NRS STS = The score of do not approve at all response
To calculate the percentage of score of students responses from each answer is
using the formula as follows:
Percentage NRS =

∑ 𝑁𝑅𝑆
𝑁𝑅𝑆 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

× 100%

The next step is determining the criteria percentage of students responses score:
Table 3: Criteria Percentage of Students Responses [8].
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Percentage

Explanation

0% ≤ NRS ≤ 20%

Very Weak

20% ≤ NRS ≤ 40%

Weak

40% ≤ NRS ≤ 60%

Enough

60% ≤ NRS ≤ 80%

Strong

80% ≤ NRS ≤ 100%

Very Strong
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3. Findings and Discussion
3.1. Define
3.1.1. Front-end analysis
This step was analyzing English Curriculum, books, and other teaching-learning materials used in SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya.

3.1.2. Learners' analyses
Based on the interview with 9 E grade students in SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya, it was
known that the problems in learning English were less confident, bored in English
lesson, and the lack motivation to learn English especially part of speech.

3.1.3. Task and conceptual analysis
The learning activities applied by English teacher in 9 E grade students of SMP Negeri
58 Surabaya were still in traditional method through asking the students to listen and
taking a note what teacher explained

3.1.4. Specifying instructional objectives
The availability of English learning media in SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya was limited, and
it made students feel uninterested in learning English. So, the media was needed since
it could make good atmosphere in the classroom.

3.2. Design
3.2.1. Material and media selection
The teaching material for this learning media was parts of speech. It needed a board,
paper, envelope, stick, glue and etc.
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3.2.2. Format selection
In producing ‘My Papa Darling’, it involved the students and teacher. The role of students
in this research was to give some responses toward ‘My Papa Darling’ by filling out
questionnaire and the teacher checked the validation of the instrument of ‘My Papa
Darling’.

3.2.3. Design of product
My Papa Darling (Mainan Papan Belajar Grammar Bahasa Inggris) is a kind of media
formed like board games, it is created to make students get easier to learn grammar
especially in Part of Speech namely noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective, preposition,
conjunction, and interjection. ‘My Papa Darling’ can be played by 4 players and 1 umpire,
the players should roll the dice to get the instruction to run the game. The design of
‘My Papa Darling’ is as follows:

Figure 2: Design of Product My Papa Darling.

Design of My Papa Darling is a square size 40 cm x 40 cm with a thickness of 1 cm.
The material is made of plywood, painted with green color. Base layer is marked with My
Papa Darling sticker paper. There are eight envelopes with attractive colors containing
about kinds of part of speech in each envelop. The players get instruction to run the
game if they spin the arrow then roll the dice, My Papa Darling’s arrow is 10 cm and the
dice is a cube size 3 cm.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i7.10656
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Figure 3: First Prototype of My Papa Darling.

Figure 4: Design of My Papa Darling Guidance.

My Papa Darling is equipped with a guidance paper which contains about the rules
and steps to run the games.

3.3. Develop
3.3.1. Validation from experts
In this phase of research, there was an explanation about the validation result of design
product of ‘My Papa Darling’ Media. This validation was conducted after the product of
‘My Papa Darling’ media had been made. The design product was evaluated by experts.
Table 4: Validators of My Papa Darling Media.
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Experts

Name

Occupation

Validation of My Papa Darling Product

Vega
Hesmatantya.,M.Pd.

Lecture in Muhammadiyah
University of Surabaya

Validation of My Papa Darling Product

Lies
Maisara English Teacher in SMP N 58
Amaliyah.S.Pd.
Surabaya
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Based on the guidance of analysis product validation in method, the result of validation can be seen in the table below.
Table 5: My Papa Darling Design Validation.
No.

Aspects

Validators The average Criteria
of the items
1

2

1.

Durable

3

4

3,5

Valid

2.

Attractive shape and colors

2

4

3

Valid

3.

Simple and easy to use

3

4

3,5

Valid

4.

The size is appropriate with the 3
users

4

3,5

Valid

5.

The conformity of Part of Speech 3
material

4

3,5

Valid

6.

The display gives positive impres- 4
sion to attracted students learning
interest

4

4

Very
valid

7.

The display supported the students 3
to involve in learning activities

4

3,5

Valid

8.

The display is interesting

4

3,5

Valid

3,5

Valid

The average of validation total

3

Based on the table 5, it can be seen that the result of design product of ‘My
Papa Darling’ obtained the average of validation total about 3.5 with the valid criteria.
Validators gave suggestions and advices that ‘My Papa Darling’ was worth to be used
with some revision.

3.3.2. Design revision
After step of validation from experts, the validator gave some suggestions for the
product to make it better.

3.3.3. Field trial
After validation from expert and revision of the design product, the researchers did field
trial in 9 E Grade of students SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya. The students joined teaching
and learning process and the researcher did observation by filling observation checklist
sheet.
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Table 6: Validator Suggestion.
No.

First Prototype

Final Product

1.

Validator suggestion: In the first prototype of My Papa Darling, the base layer
color of this product is green color only. Then the suggestion is to make My
Papa Darling more attractive, the researcher needs to add the other colors, so
this product consists of two versions of colors, pink and green.

2.

Validator suggestion: In the first prototype of My Papa Darling, the envelope
is only plain without any variation. Then the suggestion is to add some visual
illustrations for making it attractive.

3.

Validator suggestion: In the first draft of ‘My Papa Darling’ guidance paper, the
rules of running the games are still not clear. Then the suggestion is to add the
umpire in the rules no. 1 to guide the players in order to make it as a fair play
and change the language of the guidance paper in English.

3.3.4. Observation sheet result
Observation of My Papa Darling was done during learning activities. The observer filled
observation checklist sheet according to the indicator aspects provided in the table.
The data result of observation checklist sheet can be seen on table 7
Based on the table 7 it can be seen that the result of observation checklist sheet
of ‘My Papa Darling’ obtained the average of validation total about 3.8 with excellent
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i7.10656
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Table 7: Observation Checklist Sheet Result.
No.

Aspects

Scores
1 2 3

Notes (If Necessary)

Criteria

4

PRE-TEACHING
1.

The teacher starts the lesson by greeting
and praying

The teacher did
students to pray
that day English
ond lesson, so
already pray in
lesson

2.

The teacher asks students’ condition

√

Excellent

3.

The teacher checks students’ attendance list

√

Excellent

4.

The teacher delivers the outline topic
material of what they are going to learn

√

Excellent

5.

The teacher explains the material about
Part of Speech

√

Excellent

6.

The teacher introduces My Papa Darling
board game to learning Part of Speech

√

Excellent

7.

The teacher clearly explains the guideline rules of using My Papa Darling

√

Excellent

8.

The teacher divides the students into
groups with 2-4 members and 1 umpire
to run ‘My Papa Darling’ board game

√

Excellent

9.

The teacher gives opportunity for students to ask the questions related to the
using of My Papa Darling

10.

The students understand about the rules
of the game

√

Excellent

11.

The students are able to mention the
word as it belongs to the kind of Part of
Speech

√

Excellent

12.

The students are able to make a sentence using the kind of Part of Speech

√

Excellent

13.

The students cooperate well during the
game

√

Students enjoy the game Excellent
and obey the rules.

14.

The teacher checks students’ understanding by collecting the students’ final
scores after the game

√

Excellent

√

The teacher also gives Excellent
feedback to the students
about their performances

√

not lead Good
because
is a secstudents
the first

WHILST TEACHING

Good

√

POST-TEACHING
15.

The teacher gives a reward and appreciates to the winner of the game

16.

The teacher asks the students to summarize the lesson

17.

The teacher ends the lesson by greeting
The average of observation sheet total

DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i7.10656
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√
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√
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criteria. It means that ‘My Papa Darling’ is appropriate in English teaching media for
learning Part of Speech.

3.3.5. Students questionnaire result
Students’ questionnaire in the research contained about responses toward the product
which had been developed. Students gave their responses by giving score rate from
very agree to not agree. Students filled questionnaire after the field trials. In this section,
the researchers asked students to fill questionnaire by online in Google Forms due to
covid-19 pandemic era. The data result of the questionnaire can be seen on table 8
Table 8: Student Questionnaire Result
No.

Indicators

1.

The display of ‘My Papa Darling’ is Interesting 54

90,00

Very
Strong

2.

The guideline of using ‘My Papa Darling’ is 54
clear

90,00

Very
Strong

3.

The use of ‘My Papa Darling’ is easy

55

91,66

Very
Strong

4.

The use of ‘My Papa Darling’ makes meMore 55
active in learning activity

91,66

Very
Strong

5.

Learning while using ‘My Papa Darling’ is joyful 53

88,33

Very
Strong

6.

Learning while using ‘My Papa Darling’ 51
increases my motivation in Part of Speech

85,00 Very
Strong

7.

Learning while using ‘My Papa Darling’ makes 52
me easier to understand Part of Speech

86,66

Very
Strong

8.

Learning while using ‘My Papa Darling’ 52
improves my soft skills in teamwork

86,66

Very
Strong

9.

The use of ‘My Papa Darling’ makes me 53
happier in learning English

88,33

Very
Strong

10.

The use of ‘My Papa Darling’ becomes my new 53
experiences in learning English

88,33

Very
Strong

88,66

Very
Strong

Avarage of NRS

∑NRS%NRS Criteria

3.4. Disseminate
The result of this research was distributed to the English teacher in other schools, but
because of limited time and material, so the phase of disseminate was done only in
field trial.
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3.5. Research discussion
My Papa Darling had been through validation to the experts. There were eight aspects
of ‘My Papa Darling’ design product validation according to the Permendikbud No. 24
in 2007 about standardization of learning media. One of the suggestions is about the
color of product. Validators gave the suggestion to add others color as base of layer
‘My Papa Darling’ to make it more attractive. The color tones in learning media are
very important, thus in the first prototype of product, it was only in green color. The
philosophical reason in choosing green color is that it is identical with nature, and is
able to give calm & relax atmosphere [9]. To make it more various as suggested, then
in second prototype, pink color was added as the other variety of My Papa Darling.
According to Zharadont [9] pink color in learning media represents of joy, desire, sense
and is often related with feminine things.
‘My Papa Darling’ is a board game that consists rules in it, the game can be played
by four players and one umpire. The aims of the rules are to make it easier for players in
their role, arise of tolerance, sportsmanship, and strengthen of teamwork [10]. Illustration
visual style by ‘My Papa Darling’ uses decorative style which can be seen in the colorful
pattern of the envelopes of ‘My Papa Darling’. As stated by Soebandi [11] that decorative
style in learning media makes the happy and delight feeling.
The appropriateness of ‘My Papa Darling’ product got from the result of validation,
the list of validators can be seen on the table 4 and the result of validation product can
be seen on the table 5. Based on the result of validation from experts, design product
of ‘My Papa Darling’ obtained the average of validation total about 3,5 with very good
classification. Besides, the appropriateness of ‘My Papa Darling’ was also proven by
the result of observation checklist during field trial in SMP Negeri 58 Surabaya. Based
on field trial, the teacher and the students followed the guideline of using ‘My Papa
Darling’ and they made it. The teacher divided students into groups with two to four
members and one umpire then the teacher explained the rules of the game and made
sure that all the students understood. Moreover, the students were cooperative during
learning activity using ‘My Papa Darling’, they enjoyed the game and obeyed the rules.
So, the function of ‘My Papa Darling’ made them get easier to learn Part of Speech.
As the result, the average observation checklist sheet total was 3.8 with the excellent
criteria. It meant that ‘My Papa Darling’ was appropriate to use as an English teaching
media for part of speech.
The result of student questionnaire relating to the use of My Papa Darling can be seen
on table 8. The they students felt that the display of ‘My Papa Darling’ was interesting,
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90,00%. When they played it, they were happy, the figure reached 88.33%. These
findings strengthen Elin’s thought [12], she explains that the relevant use of display in
learning media makes students get easier to understand about the material and creates
joyful atmosphere in learning activity.
The indicator of clarity guideline of using ‘My Papa Darling’ had 90% of total response
and the indicator of the easiness of use ‘My Papa Darling’ was 91.66%. It meant that the
students were easier to use ‘My Papa Darling’ because of the guideline. It is related with
Sukanya and Nutprapha [13] said that media will be easy to use if there is a guideline
within.
The indicator of students being active got total response with 91.66% and the indicator
of students improving the soft skills of teamwork got total response with 86.66%. It
meant that through ‘My Papa Darling’ students got motivated to be more active in
working together to solve the problem with their team, asking the teacher if there is
difficulty and braving to delivering their opinion [14].
The indicator of motivated students in learning activity through ‘My Papa Darling’ got
total response with 85.00%. It was because ‘My Papa Darling’ is media that equips with
interesting visual and rules. Based on Elin [12] students’ motivation will be increasing
because of educative board games served with communicative and interested material.
As the result, the use of ‘My Papa Darling’ as an English teaching media for learning
part of speech calculated in very strong criteria with positive response from students.

4. Conclusions
According to the research result, it can be concluded that this research produced ‘My
Papa Darling’ as an English learning media for learning part of speech. The results of
validation from experts and observation checklist were valid. In addition, the students
gave positive responses toward ‘My Papa Darling’. As the result, My Papa Darling is
appropriate as an English learning media in part of speech.
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